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Circum antarctic seismicity in 1971
JAMES F. LANDER
Environmental Research Laboratories
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

A total of 107 hypocenters were located south of
45°S. latitude during 1971, bringing the total since
1958 to 1,382. Hypocenters for all events in 1971
were published at shallow depths of foci, 33 kilometers
or less, except for some in the South Sandwich Islands region. Seven of the latter hypocenters were
published at intermediate depths from 60 kilometers
to a maximum of 183 kilometers.
In gross statistics, the seismicity of the circumantarctic belt during 1971 was remarkably similar to
that of 1970 (table 1), but the additional data im-

prove the detail of the seismic pattern. Notable among
the unique shocks was one of magnitude 4.9 on
March 2 at 54.3°S. 54.1°W. along the northern limb
of the Scotia Arc, which defines a plate fragment
similar to that of the Caribbean. Additional shocks
were located in what is probably an unmapped ridge
connecting the southern edge of the Scotia Arc with
the mid-Atlantic ridge system.
The six large (magnitude 6.0 - 6.9) and two major
(7.0 - 7.9) shocks occurred as shown in table 2.
The major shock on February 8 was the fifth of a
series of shocks at Deception Island beginning in 1967
(table 3). The February 8 main shock was felt on the
Argentine Islands as a short tremor followed by sea
swells and ice cracks. On February 19, a helicopter
from the Argentine icebreaker General San Martin
flew over Deception Island. No substantial changes
were noted to the abandoned British, Chilean, or
Argentine bases nor to the penguin colony. No volcanic activity was noted.
It was hoped that the Deception Island shock would
produce surface wave data for a dispersion study
leading to information about the thickness of the
antarctic crust. This is the only event to date to occur
close to the antarctic coast and with sufficient magnitude to be recorded on the low-gain, long-period instruments in Antarctica.

Table 1. Comparison of some seismicity parameters for 1970 and 1971.

Date

Total
no. hypocenters

No. of
magnitude
7.0-7.2

Largest
magnitude
event

No. of
magnitude
6.0-6.9

1970
1971

85
107

2
2

7.2
7.1

6
6

No. with
focus
> 6.0 km

Maximum
depth of
focus (km)

Total no.
aftershocks
of large
events

175
183

4
5

8
7

Table 2. Earthquakes of magnitude 6.0 or greater in the circumantarctic belt, 1971.
Region

Date

Time (GMT)

Lat

Long

South Atlantic ridge
South Shetland Islands
South Pacific cordillera
Easter Island cordillera
Balleny Islands region
Bouvet Island region
West of Macquarie Island
Bouvet Island region

Jan 03
Feb 08
Mar 26
Apr 04
Aug 11
Oct 14
Oct 23
Dec 07

17 35 40.2
21 04 21.8
09 08 06.6
10 15 37.2
14 23 31.6
22 36 28.6
01 41 12.7
03 26 19.9

55.5'S.
63.5'S.
55.4'S.
56.2'S.
62.7'S.
54.3S.
54.7'S.
54.4S.

2.6W.
61.2W.
129.1'W.
122.5"W.
155.7'E.
1.8'E.
146.3'E.
5.9'E.

Magnitude
M
mb
6.4
6.3
5.7
6.2
5.4
5.3
5.5
5.7

7.1
7.0
6.0
6.6
6.1
6.3
6.2
6.1

Table 3. Seismic activity in the vicinity of Deception Island, 1967-1971.
Date

No. of events

Magnitude
range

Dec 4, 1967
Sep 17, 1968
Feb 21, 1969
Sep 12-19, 1970
Feb 8, 1971

6
1
1
6
4

4.0-4.7
4.9
5.2
4.6-5.0
4.6-7.0

September-October 1972

Comments
Volcanic eruption forced base closing
No volcanic activity noted
Volcanic activity forced base closing
No volcanic activity reported; felt on
Argentine Islands

153

Examination of the South Pole seismograms for the
February 8 event was disappointing. The traces for
the main shock were lost on all components for about
15 minutes owing to the violence of the motion.
Magnification on the short-period instruments was
set at 100,000; on the long-period instruments, at 375.
Some long-period activity was observed for the magnitude 5.3 foreshock and a magnitude 5.1 aftershock,
but it was not suitable for dispersion analysis. An
analysis may be attempted on the Worldwide Standard Seismograph Station record from Scott Base.
Their long-period equipment was operating at 750
gain.
No additional shocks were identified for this series,
and, if there were any, their magnitudes would have
to be less than 4.6, the smallest of the located aftershocks, unless they occurred within the violent activity
of the main shocks.
This work was supported by National Science
Foundation grant AG-267.

Six, the U.S. Navy antarctic flying group, conducted
glaciological investigations starting from Carrefour
(66°50'S. 139 0 18'E.), a small French station about
40 kilometers from the coast near Dumont d'Urville
Station, and ending at 73°04'S. 128°44E.
The party consisted of 10 men (five scientists and
five technicians who also participated in scientific
programs) equipped with five tracked (Hotchkiss
HB-40) vehicles, eight sleds, and two wanigans.
The traverse started after an LC-130 landed at
Carrefour with members of the traverse and some
supplies on November 1. After a few days of preparing vehicles, sleds, and equipment, which had been
stored there the preceding season, the traverse progressed slowly owing to very bad weather and very
rough surface conditions.
On the plateau, 190 kilometers from the starting
point and about 1,400 kilometers from McMurdo
Station, an LC-130 crashed on take-off after the airplane had resupplied the traverse party; fortunately,
the 10 crew members escaped without injury. The
traverse proceeded after the crew was rescued and
the scientific work was completed. The party was
at this station for about 3 weeks.
From there, progress was faster. To save time,
deformation network measurements were cancelled,
and the weather and sastrugi conditions improved
considerably in the last part of the traverse. Resupply
was by parachuting of about 7,000 liters of fuel at
each of three more locations. Because of the quantity
of fuel supplied, it was possible to make depots for
1972-1973 season operations.

800-km traverse from Dumont d'Urville
toward Vostok Station
C. LoRIus and J . VAUGELADE
French National Committee for Antarctic Research
Operations (fig. 1). As part of the International
Antarctic Glaciological Project, which aims at studying a large sector of East Antarctica, a French traverse
party supported by Antarctic Development Squadron

Figure 1. Operations during 1971-1972 French traverse, Dumont d'Urville toward Vostok Station.
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